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Resonant quasiparticle-ion scattering in anisotropic super8uid He
R. H. Salrnelin and M. M. Salomaa
Low Temperature Laboratory, Helsinki University of Technology, 02l50 Espoo, Finland
(Received 9 May 1989; revised manuscript received 19 September 1989)
Low-energy excitations in quantum fluids are most directly encountered by ions. In the
superfluid phases of He the relevant elementary excitations are Bogoliubov quasiparticles, which
undergo repeated scattering off an ion in the presence of a divergent density of states. We present a
quantum-mechanical calculation of the resonant He quasiparticle-scattering-limited mobility for
negative ions in the anisotropic bulk 'He-A ( A phase) and 'He-P (polar phase) that is exact when
the quasiparticles scatter elastically. We develop a numerical scheme to solve the singular equations
for quasiparticle-ion scattering in the A and P phases. Both of these superfluid phases feature a uni-
axially symmetric order parameter but distinct topology for the magnitude of the energy gap on the
Fermi sphere, i.e., points versus lines of nodes. In particular, the perpetual orbital circulation of
Cooper pairs in He-A results in a novel, purely quantum-mechanical intrinsic Magnus effect, which
is absent in the polar phase, where Cooper pairs possess no spontaneous orbital angular momentum.
This is of interest also for transport properties of heavy-fermion superconductors. We discuss the
He quasiparticle-ion cross sections, which allow one to account for the mobility data with essential-
ly no free parameters. The calculated mobility thus facilitates an introduction of "ion spectrosco-
py" to extract useful information on fundamental properties of the superfluid state, such as the tem-
perature dependence of the energy gap in 'He- A.
I. INTRODUCTION
An electron injected into liquid helium forms an elec-
tron "bubble": a cavity enclosing the electron. ' These
singly charged negative ions provide unique microscopic
probes of elementary excitations in the superfluids
formed by He and He. The low-energy excitations may
be investigated with the use of ions not only in the homo-
geneous superfluids but also in their inhomogeneous
states —such as quantized vortex lines. Here we calcu-
late the mobility of negative ions in the anisotropic
superfluid states of liquid He that are relevant for the
stationary bulk A phase and for the P (polar) phase, the
proposed vortex-core matter in the rotating A phase; for
gap topologies, see Sec. II. The resonant scattering of the
pair-correlated superfluid quasiparticles provides the
drag force on ions moving in an applied electric field, 4'.
The elementary excitations limiting the ionic mobility
in superfluid He (He-II) are bosons: rotons and pho-
nons. In superfluid He, the collective modes do not cou-
ple effectively to ionic motion, owing to their low density
and long wavelength. In the superfluid phases of He the
relevant elementary excitations interacting with negative
ions are pair-correlated fermionic quasiparticles; this un-
derlies the usefulness of ions as probes of the energy gap
in He. This paper discusses how ion-mobility data pro-
vide quantitative measures of superfluid properties, such
as the energy gap and the Cooper-pair orbital angular
momentum in He-A.
Prior to experiments, ionic mobility in superfluid He
was expected to increase with respect to the mobility in
the normal Fermi liquid. However, the expression for
the mobility accounted for only half the measured rise in
the mobility; it was derived under the assumption of a
constant di8'erential scattering cross section, neglecting
the superfluid quasiparticle dynamics, but allowing for
their kinematics. To understand the experimental in-
crease it proves crucial to recognize that, in the presence
of the divergent density of states for the initial and 6nal
quasiparticles in the scattering process, there results a
dynamical resonant-scattering phenomenon. In the
superfluid B phase, this process does not depend on the
incident quasiparticle direction, p, on the Fermi sphere,
owing to the isotropy of the energy gap, but only on the
relative angle cos '(p p'). However, the scattering in
He-A and He-P is anisotropic, thus leading to a tensor
structure for the ionic mobility.
Although the He quasiparticle-ion scattering ampli-
tude in the superfluid B phase can be obtained in closed
form, it evades an exact solution for the anisotropic A
phase where the scattering amplitude must be obtained
numerically. Resonant impurity-scattering processes are
relevant in other systems as well, such as heavy-ferrnion
superconductors. Thus it proves useful to consider aniso-
tropic quasiparticle scattering, and such new phenomena
as the quantum-mechanical Magnus effect; the
mathematical formulation is discussed in Sec. III.
In Sec. IV we introduce the numerical method for solv-
ing directly the singular Lippman-Schwinger equation in
the case of resonant quasiparticle scattering in anisotrop-
ic pair-correlated states. Numerical results are presented
in Secs. V and VI. In particular, we illustrate the evolu-
tion of the interference of several partial waves in the
scattering process when the impact parameter is in-
creased; this proves crucial for explaining the experimen-
tal mobility.
We consider two axisymmetric superfluid states, the A
and P phases, which are also used as possible states of
heavy-fermion superconductivity. ' They are uniaxially
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symmetric but differ in the topology of the energy gap on
the Fermi surface, with nodes on points or lines, respec-
tively (see Sec. II). Moreover, the gap nodes in He-A are
topologically "charged, '* whence the Cooper pairs in
He- A possess angular momentum which may be impart-
ed in the repeated scattering process, resulting in the
peculiar skew-scattering properties in He- A discussed in
Secs. V and VII; the gap nodes in He-P are "inert": The
superfluid condensate in the P state displays no inherent
angular momentum.
Related calculations in p-wave-paired heavy-fermion
superconductors with A- and P-like energy gaps have re-
cently been performed by Arfi and Pethick, who ob-
tained expressions for the thermal conductivity and ul-
trasonic attentuation. However, since in Ref. 8 the calcu-
lation was radically simplified by exclusively considering
s-wave scattering, there are important differences: The
scattering matrix became a function of only the quasipar-
ticle energy E and not the directions of the initial and
final rnomenta, p and p'. Nonetheless, this approxima-
tion may suSce for heavy-fermion superconductors, since
the origin of multiple scattering is not yet fully under-
stood. In He, however, this would be inadequate: The
scattering matrix is found to be a strong function of p
and p', due to resonant scattering.
It is possible to account for the experimental mobility
with calculations that allow for superfluid pairing corre-
lations (see Sec. VII). Moreover, one can deduce param-
eters characterizing the superfluid A phase (see Sec.
VIII); similarly, the energy gap in the superfluid A,
phase could be extracted from possible future ion-
mobility measurements with use of this work. The
quantum-mechanical Magnus force may provide a way of
detecting the internal angular momentum of the He con-
densate.
II. STRUCTURE OF THE ENERGY GAP
The Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory explains
the superconductivity of metals. ' For the conduction-
electron gas, the conventional Cooper pairing occurs to
an s state with the orbital angular momentum quantum
number L =0 and in a spin-singlet state with the quan-
tum number S=0, leading to Cooper pairs without inter-
nal degrees of freedom and with an isotropic energy gap.
The BCS theory applied to the superfluidity of He in-
vokes anisotropic Cooper pairing, with pairs in a relative
p-wave (L =1) spin-triplet (S=1) state: Anisotropic en-
ergy gaps could thus be expected. " This structure is
reflected in the properties of the residual quasiparticle ex-
citations. An ion moving through the superfluid experi-
ences a drag force due to the scattering of the He excita-
tions. Hence the quasiparticle-limited ion mobility car-
ries information on the superfluid order parameter.
The orbital anisotropy with I.,WO of superfluid He is
manifested in the anisotropic A phase, where the Cooper
pairs are in the equal-spin pairing" state ~S, ~ = 1. There-
fore, a symmetry axis I, coinciding with the Cooper-pair
orbital angular momentum, can be ascribed to the liquid.
All transport properties are expressed parallel and per-
pendicular to this axis; we shall, moreover, discuss an ad-
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FIG. 1. Anisotropic magnitudes of the superfluid energy gap
in the ABM ( A) and polar (P) phases of 'He. (a) In the A phase
~h„(p)~=b, „(T)(sin8~;thus 5„(p)=0at two points along the
direction of the angular-momentum vector l. (b) The P phase,
in contrast, displays a line of nodes in the plane perpendicular
to the symmetry axis, at the equator of the Fermi sphere, with
the gap magnitude ~b~(pl~ =6~(T)~cos8~.
ditional anisotropy in the plane perpendicular to I. The
anisotropic energy gap in the A phase is
b, „(p)=b,„(T)e'sin8, where P is the quasiparticle
momentum and 6„(T) is the temperature-dependent en-
ergy gap, see Fig. 1(a); 8 is the polar angle and P defines
the direction of p projected onto the plane perpendicular
to l.
In order to illustrate the variety of effects owing to an
axisymmetric energy gap, we contrast the A phase with
the P phase, suggested to prevail within vortex cores in
He-A. The energy gap in the P phase, where only
S, =O, L, =O Cooper pairs exist, 5~(p)=bp(T)cos8, is
shown in Fig. 1(b); the condensate thus possesses no in-
trinsic angular momentum. In contrast with b, z(p),
which vamshes only at two points on the I axis, b,p(p) ex-
hibits a line of nodes on the equator of the Fermi sphere.
This leads to important qualitative differences in the
scattering of quasiparticles off an ion, to be discussed in
Secs. VI and VII.
III. QUASIP ARTICLE-ION MOMENTUM TRANSFER
The negative ion is a low-energy electron which, when
immersed into liquid He, forms a cavity of radius 1-2
nm around it. ' This large "bubble" produces a huge
effective hydrodynamical renormalized mass for the elec-
tron, on the order of (100—400)m3, i.e., some 10 times
the mass of an ordinary electron. The mobility of such
heavy electrons remains constant in the normal Fermi
liquid at all temperatures down to the superfluid transi-
tion T=T„whereafter the mobility rises rapidly in the
superfluid phases as the temperature is further decreased.
The propagation of this extraordinarily heavy electron
is limited only by collisions with the elementary thermal
excitations at temperatures well below the Fermi temper-
ature T+=1 K; in normal and superfluid He, these are
the He quasiparticles. The first calculations were per-
formed using a model where the ion was assumed to
recoil like a free particle, leading to the limiting tempera-
ture To = ( m */M )T~, where m * is the effective mass of a
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He quasiparticle and M is the effective mass of the ion.
Down to TO=20 —100 mK, depending on the pressure,
the mobility was found to remain constant while, from To
downwards, the model predicted a rise ~ T .' This
effect, however, was not observed in experiments. ' Ac-
tually, the ion does not recoil freely in collisions with
quasiparticles but, owing to its continuous interaction
with them, it undergoes Brownian motion. This model of
Josephson and Lekner' sufficed to explain the constancy
of the mobility down to temperatures well below To.
Bowley extended the calculations into superfluid He-
A. The effect of the appearance of the anisotropic energy
gap, which reduces the density of available initial and
final scattering states and also the number of thermal ex-
citations, was taken into account. He employed a con-
stant cross section for those angles for which there are
possible initial and final quasiparticle states. The tensor
structure of the ion mobility can thus be qualitatively un-
derstood. However, the cross section is modified by the
pairing correlations in an essential way. Early calcula-
tions were developed according to the Josephson-Lekner
formalism: A Bogoliubov transformation on the normal-
state scattering amplitude was performed, ' and in anoth-
er approach, the quasiparticle-ion cross section was as-
sumed to be a function of the magnitude of the momen-
tum transfer only and to be energy independent. '
The rapid rise' of the experimental ionic mobihty
below T, could not, however, be quantitatively accounted
for until allowance was made for the modification of in-
termediate scattering states by superfluidity. ' The cross
sections were obtained by solving the Lippman-
Schwinger equation which contains a11 scattering chan-
nels in the process and the effect of the intermediate
states as well.
In Ref. 6 the scattering equation was solved numerical-
ly for He-A, expressing the matrix components as sums
of spherical harmonic functions. This, however, required
extensive mathematical manipulations and numerical
computation of the complicated matrix elements. Here
we seek a simpler, more versatile approach to facilitate its
direct application to scattering processes in any
superfluid phase, also in a magnetic field. We solve the
Lippman-Schwinger equation by discretization, on a grid
of values of iM=cos8=p I and p'=cos8'= p' I We shall.
examine the theory underlying the earlier calculations
and point out the essential features of the new method,
parts of which have been reported earlier in short
form. ' ' Numerical principles are described in Appen-
dix A.
At 1ow temperatures, the drift velocity v of an ion is
hmited by loss of rnomenturn in quasiparticle-ion col-
lisions. In diffusive motion, the recoil energy is on the or-
der of Dq, where D is the ionic difFusion constant and
the momentum transfer q typically equals the Fermi
momentum. In the normal fluid and not too far belowT„this is much less than the thermal energy, k~T, and
the collisions may be treated as elastic, which simplifies
the calculation greatly; we thus follow the theoretical
framework introduced in Refs. 5 and 6.
In limiting the analysis to low v, we may also disregard
the inelastic processes of quasiparticle pair creation and
pair annihilation, which require an energy transfer =26.
These processes are negligible except close to the nodes in
the energy gap, but there the relevant phase space tends
to zero. This leads to a simple expression for the spec-
trum of possible energy transfers to the moving ion:
S,.(k, cv)=2m. 5(co), where cv=E& E~—, the difference be-
tween the final and initial quasiparticle energies; k is the
mornenturn transferred.
%e are thus essentially investigating modifications pro-
duced by the superfluid pairing correlations to the
diffractive scattering of quasiparticles off a hard sphere.
The impact parameter, pFR =8.45~8.85 for pressures
29~20 bar, requires that severa1 partial waves are in-
cluded in the calculation; they interfere with each other,
creating the resonant-scattering effects which cause the
observed high mobility of negative ions.
The drift velocity v is obtained by equating the rate of
momentum transfer from the ion to the quasiparticles,
dP/dt, with the driving force supplied by the electric
field, et. For small ionic concentrations, the liquid may
be assumed to remain at rest during the propagation of
an ion. The rate of momentum transfer may thus be ex-
pressed as
=ni g g I kS3(k, co)
XS, ( —k, —co, v)it ~ (k, cv, v)i
Above, n3 is the He number density. The effective
squared T-matrix element ~t (k, co, v)~ is here taken to
be a function of k, co, and v only; the scattering T matrix
is 2 X 2 in the initia1- and final-state spins 0 and o.'.
In norma1 He and not too far be1ow T„the primary
density fluctuations entering S3(k, co), the equilibrium
structure function for He, are quasiparticle-quasihole
pairs; co11ective modes have too small a density to be of
importance here. Thus we may write
$3(k, cv)= + 5p i f (1 f )2m5(E —E) . (2)—1
PP
Here E =[gz+ ~h(p)~ ]' is the quasiparticle energy in
the superfluid, which reduces to the quasiparticle energy
in the normal fluid, g~ =(p —pz)vz, as b, (p)~0; pz and
U+ are the Fermi momentum and velocity, respectively.
The probability that the initial state is fi11ed and the final
state empty is expressed by the Fermi distribution func-
tion f = 1/[exp(PE ) + 1],with P= 1/kz T.
For low electric fields, i.e., for small drift velocities, Eq.
(1) is accurate to first order in v. This is seen by noting
that if the He were also drifting with velocity v, then
dP/dt would vanish identically. Subtracting the equa-
tions for these two situations, setting v equal to zero in S;
and It ~ (k, ~,v)l, averaging and using the detailed bal-
ance relations, and finally expanding to first order in v,
one finds
dP
dt =P~g g (p' —p)[(p' —p) v]f, (1—f, ')
X5(E,.—E )lt,
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On equating dpldt=e@ and further noting the
definition for the mobility matrix p,
with the branch-averaged T-matrix element
i i ji J
we obtain the expression
e(p '),, =Pm g g (p —p, )(p,' —p, )f~(1—f„)
PP cT CJ
(4)
The total cross section is given by
cr„,(p, E)=fdQ', (p', p, E) . (10)
XS(E —E, )It (5)
p 2w =p~ 2w p E E 0 4m'.
Here BE /Bp is the quasiparticle group velocity, which
has components both along the direction of the momen-
tum and perpendicular to it, given by
[E —~g(p)~2]»2
(Vp )ii =UF
and
UF 6 (T)(up)i= sin8cos8
F p
for the axisymmetric A and P phases. The perpendicular
part is small in comparison with the component along p,
except for a negligible region where Ep (b, ( T )/Ez.
By further noting that, on the Fermi surface,
fp(1 fp ) = —(1/P)(—BfIBE)
and defining E Ep Ep the mobility may be expressed
as
T
e(p );, =n,pF f f dE — cr,, (p,E),dA Bf
where the transport cross sections are
o„(p,E)= ,' f dA'(bp, )(bp, —) (p', p, E) . (7)
The differential cross section is defined as
7 E
[E —~g(p')) ]i»
x&t, ')p'p [E2
~
Z(~ )
~
2]1/2 (8)
In He-8, with an isotropic energy gap, all directions
are equal and, therefore, only the relative angle between
the initial and final momenta is important. This allows
for the direct analytical solution of the mobility equation,
as performed in Ref. 5. In the axisymmetric situation
like He-A and He-P, the directions of p and p' from the
symmetry axis, expressed by the polar angles 8 and 8',
must be considered separately. In the plane perpendicu-
lar to this axis, however, all directions are indistinguish-
able, and the mobility only depends on P' —P, the relative
orientation of p' and p projected onto this plane.
The magnitudes of all momenta involved can be taken
equal to pF, we may then change the sums over all direc-
tions of initial and final momenta into integrals over the
Fermi surface as
All integrations extend over those angles 8' and 8, for
which there exist possible initial and final states, i.e.,
where E ) ~b, (p)~. All angles are allowed for E ~ b, , the
maximum value of the gap. At lower energies, however,
a threshold appears, which confines the initial and final
rnomenta to the cones 0 8 8„andm —8„»8» m, with
8„=sin '(Elk„),in the 3 phase; in the P phase the al-
lowed belt is —8p 8( 8p for 8& =cos '(E /5 p ) (see
also Figs. 7 and 13).
If one were to ignore the multiple-scattering effects and
perform the constant-cross-section approximation (first
used by Bowley in He-A), do /dQ' would be replaced
by a constant cr Wh. en we define that I ~~z and the x axis
coincides with the projection of p on the plane perpendic-
ular to 1, the momentum transfers are given by
EP„EP„=sin8+sin 8'cos (P' —P)
—2 sin8 sin8' cos(P' —P ),
hP»AP» =sin 8'sin (P' —P),
bP, bP, =(cos8' —cos8)
hP„hP~= —sin 8sin8'sin( P' —P )
+sin 8cos(P' —P)sin(P' —P),
bP„bP,=(cos8—cos8')sin8
—(cos8 —cos8')sin8'cos(P' —P ),
bp» bP, = —(cos8 —cos8')sin8'sin(P' —P) .
By integrating over 0 one obtains the averaged cross sec-
tions, see Refs. 6 and 19.
%e calculate p~~ and p~ with respect to the normal-state
mobility p&=e/(n3pFo ); the normal-state transport
cross section o depends only on the pressure through
pFR and its value is obtained in the limit E/h„~~.
The parallel mobility p~t is simply p„,whereas pj can be
calculated from the average of the momentum transfers
to the indistinguishable directions x and y, i.e., from
—,'(bp„bp„+bpbp ); the cross terms are zero in this ap-
proximation. However, p acquires a small nonzero
value when the resonant-scattering effects on the cross
sections are taken into account in Sec. IV, leading to an
additional asymmetry in the scattering perpendicular to
I. Close to T„where the energy gap is small, we find the
mobility components analytically by expanding
( —Bf/BE) to first order in z =6, /ks T and by replacing
E with P = E /b, ; for E) b, the constant-cross-section ap-
proxirnation gives a constant transport cross section, and
the integral is trivial. Thus, we obtain
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z
=1—— 1 — dg
2 0 N
leading in He-A to the approximations
II 1+0 421 b, „(T)
PN kBT
A b, „(T)"'
=1+0.451 "
p~ ktt T
(12)
(13)
more quasiparticles moving in the direction parallel to 1,
where the energy gap has nodes, than in the perpendicu-
lar direction. However, the approximation is not quanti-
tatively suScient: The rapid rise of the mobility in the
superfluid phases cannot be accounted for, if a BCS-type
energy gap is assumed. Changes in the cross section it-
self, embedded in the scattering matrix T, must be includ-
ed.
IV. SCATTERING MATRIX
close to T, .
For the P phase (Ref. 19), we obtain the linear mobili-
ties close to T,
P bp(T)
~II l +0 400
p~ ktt T
P &p(T)"'
=1+0.300 '
PN kB~
(14)
This simple approximation, which does not take into
account the multiple-scattering phenomena in superfluid
He, nevertheless shows the tensor structure due to the
axisymmetric energy gap. It correctly predicts that pII in
the A phase should be lower than pj, because there are
We now solve the Lippman-Schwinger equation for the
scattering matrix T. In the normal phase, with the prop-
agator GN and the bare potential V, it may be written as
TN —V+ VGNTN .
We consider all components in the Nambu space with
momentum transfers +p~+p'. In principle spin struc-
ture would expand the dimensions of the matrices to
4X4, but since in the A phase only equal-spin pairs f 1
and l $ exist with equal amplitudes in zero field, while the
P phase exhibits $ J, + $ t' pairing, we may proceed using a
2 X 2 matrix equation describing "spinless" fermions.
The general form for the time-ordered single-particle
Green's function in the Nambu space is
& T(11-,'. .(t')yy. (t)) & (T(11-,',.(t')ll' y.(t)))
G . , (t t')=-(T(y y. .(t')lip (t))) (T(q -. (t')q - (t))) (16)
v 0
0 —v (18)
The scattering matrix in the normal state is given by
ttt(p ~p) 0
TN t~( p q p} (19)
and it only depends on the directions of the initial and
final mornenta through p'-p; it may, therefore, be ex-
panded in Legendre polynomials as
Here g and g are the He fermion field operators,
which annihilate and create normal-state quasiparticles
of momentum p and spin cr, respectively. In the normal
fluid, the propagator has the diagonal form
(E —g) ' 0
(E+g
~)
The interaction potential of the ion is
tn(p', p)= — g tg(p', p)e ' '~ &', (21)n.N(0)
where the coefficients ttt (p', p} are
(, ) " 21+1 (l —im i)!
cot5i t (1+~m
~
)!
XP ~l(p')Pl~I(p (22)
tan&i =j i(pFR ) In~(pF R );
j& and n& are, respectively, the spherical Bessel and Neu-
mann functions of order /. The density of states at the
Fermi surface is X(0)=m 'pz/2m .
The Legendre polynomials may be expressed employ-
ing the spherical harmonic functions Yi (8,$). In the
present approach we further develop the expansions: The
P dependence is extracted by changing the order of the
sums over m and l; we denote
t~(p', p) = — g (2l + 1)e 'sin5tPi(p 'p }
mN 0) i=o (20)
where 5& is the scattering phase shift at Fermi energy for
the partial wave I. Here they are taken for a hard sphere,
defined by
This depends only on the direction of the initial and final
momenta through p=cos8 and p'=cos8', and on the
pressure through the phase shifts 5&, note also that
tz™(p',p)=tg (p', p}. The scattering process is summed
over states of definite m, corresponding to the projections
of the various partial waves on the symmetry axis.
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Superfluidity modifies the single-particle properties
dramatically and a new ground state appears where parti-
cles and holes are coupled; this is described by the anorn-
alous Gor'kov contractions represented by the off-
diagonal terms in Gs ', proportional to h. We may con-
sider an unperturbed superAuid, since the local texture is
practically unmodified by the small ion; we thus employ
E+( —b,(p)
Gs(p, E)= [g'+l~(p)l2] —b, (p} E—g'.
(23)
E I(
Ts= V+ VGsTs
with Eq. (15); we then obtain
(24)
The bare interaction potential V in Eq. (18) is not
affected by the superfluid pairing correlations. We can
eliminate V in favor of Tz by combining the Lippman-
Schwinger equation in the superfluid
FIG. 2. Possible branches of quasiparticle dispersion relation
about the Fermi momentum. The particle with energy E&0
may scatter elastically between the eigenstates ll) and l2), as
indicated by the thin arrowed hnes. A similar curve may be
drawn for quasiholes, E &0. The maximum superfluid energy
gap is denoted by b.
Ts T~+T"(Gs —GN)Ts. (25)
gE(p) f'(p)
f'(p) gE(p)
21
=f, (Gs(p E} GN(p E)1 .FE(p)= (26)
This energy-integrated Green's function, from which the
density of quasiparticle states may be obtained, will be
discussed in detail for He-A in Sec. IV A and for He-P
I
The second term in the preceding equation includes the
important intermediate scattering states which modify
the normal-state scattering matrix. By noting that the
factor Gs —G& is small, except close to the Fermi sur-
face, and that Tz depends strongly on momenta only for
magnitudes close to pF, we may put lp'l = lpl =pF in Tz
and T~. Hence the integral of Gs —GN over the magni-
tude of the intermediate-state momentum may be fac-
tored out. The Green's function, integrated over (, is
then
ti(p p) tz(P P)
t, ( —p', p) t,(-p', —p) (27)
as sums over m, analogously with those in the normal
phase, Eq. (21);
t,.(p', p)= — y e ' (&' &)t, (p, ',p)nN(0)
i=1,2, 3,4. (28)
Reversing the direction of momentum, p ~—p, a sym-
metry transformation to an antipodal point on the Fermi
sphere, corresponds to 8—+m —8, i.e., p~ —p, and
~n+P. We thus represent the T matrix in superfluid
He-A as
in Sec. IV B.
We also express the components of the T matrix in the
superfluid
T= — 1
~
(-(P P)
nN(0}
t) (p', p)
b, ( —p') ( —1) t3( —p', p)
l~( —p )I
m( —1) t2(p', —p)I«p }I
t ( —p', —p)
(29)
where the P dependence of the prefactors for the components tz and t3 has been included to simplify the ensuing ma-
nipulations in solving the Lippman-Schwinger equation
ti(P', P) t2(P, —P) tN(P, P) 0
t~( —p', —p)
'N Pt&P+f,.
t3( —p', p) t4( —p', —p) 0
gz(p") fz(p") t, (p",p) t2(p", —p)
f.(p") g.(p") t3( —P" P) t.( —P",—P)
(30)
for t, , t2, t 3, and t4 at the quasiparticle energy E.
The integral equation for the scattering matrix has thus been reduced to depend on 8' and 8 only. We can, therefore,
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solve Eq. (30) directly for each m on a grid of values for p' and p.
The elastic scattering of the quasiparticles off an ion is a coupled-channel problem where the quasiparticle momen-
tum may freely switch between the two branches about the Fermi momentum, I 1 & and I2 &, shown in Fig. 2. They are
eigenstates of the inverse propagator Gs ' [Eq. (23)], and they are expressed by
(31)
& Ir;pl'& =-,'[I & 1(p')ITs(p', p)l 1(p}&I'+ I&1(p')ITs(p', p)I2(p) & I'
I 1(p) & = t and I2(p) & =
where g =[—'(I+( /E)]~~~ and U =[—'(1—g /E)]'~ bt(p)/lh (p)l. The quasiholes (E (0) could be treated analo-
gously, but due to particle-hole symmetry we here need to consider states with E)0 only.
Summing over all spin states, we obtain for the branch-averaged T-matrix element ' the expression
+ I & 2(p') I Ts(p', p) I 1(p) & I'+ I & 2(p') I Ts(p', p)12(p} & I'] .
Employing the identity u u =b(p)/2E for the superfiuid coherence factors, we may define the projection matrixP P
1 —6(p)/EQ(p) = I 1(p) & &1(p)I+ I2(p) & & 2(p) I =
p /E
to express Eq. (32}succinctly as
& lr-, ;I'& =-,'«[Q(p}Ts(p f')Q(f')Ts(f' f»]
(32)
(33)
(34)
All the angle- and energy-dependent resonant-scattering phenomena relevant to explaining the mobility of negative
ions are incorporated in the squared scattering amplitude &It, (E)l &. This branch-averaged effective squaredPP
transition-matrix element will now be considered for the two axisymmetric He phases with different gap structures to
investigate the qualitative differences in their resonant features.
A. He- A
The superfluid A phase is found in liquid He just below T, = 3 mK at pressures exceeding p =20 bar in zero magnet-
ic field; at fields H & 0.6 T, the A phase extends all the way to T=0. The gap matrix in zero magnetic field is given in
spin space as
1 0h„(p)=h„sin&e'~ (35)
above, 6„is the maximum value of the gap at a temperature T, see Figs. 1, 12, and 13. The diagonal structure allows
dropping the spin indices and treating the preceding matrix as a scalar.
According to Eq. (29), we then obtain for the scattering matrix in He-A
(p ~p) e'& ( —1) r,'(p', —p) '
e '~( —1) +'t, ( —p', p) t, ( —p', —p, )
(E'—4 „sin'8)'
5„sin0
(E b„sin0)'—fs(p)=—
The components of the matrix FE(p) in Eq. (26) are given as
(37)
for E) lb, „(p)l;at lower quasiparticle energies, where E ( lb, „(p}lexcept close to the nodes, the branch for the
denominator in the above formula is to be chosen as i(A„sin 8—E }'~ for these virtual scattering states. The
Lippman-Schwinger equation (25) is now expressed as a pair of coupled equations (Al); their numerical solution is dis-
cussed in Appendix A.
Integrating FE(p } over all directions on the Fermi surface, the off-diagonal terms are found to vanish, while the diag-
onal elements yield
(E/2)ln[(k+ I )/(E —1)]—1, E ) b,
„
(E 2/)1 [(n1 X+')/( IE)]—in(E/2) —1, E (b,
„
where the normalized energy E=E/A~. The real and imaginary parts of the density of quasiparticle states are ob-
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tained as N (E)=—(I lie)p. „(E).This factor describes the density of intermediate states in the scattering process;
the divergence of N "(E) at E=b,
„
is responsible for the vital importance of superfluid pairing correlations.
B. 3He-P
The P phase is not encountered in a homogeneous superfluid He. It may, however, occur in the inhomogeneous
states, such as inside the core of an A-phase vortex. Here, for simplicity, we study the uniform bulk situation, which
may provide a working first approximation to the situation in A-phase vortex-core matter, see Ref. 19.
The lack of P dependence in the gap matrix,
r
(40)
leads to a more symmetric resonance process than in the A phase. Here again, as in He-A, the antidiagonal structure
of the gap in spin space simplifies the problem and allows us to treat hp(p) as a scalar.
The scattering matrix in the P phase is represented as
2 (~i ~) y —im(P' —(i)m.N(0)
tlat(p& p)
( —1) t3 ( —i(t', p)
( —1 ) t q ((Lt ', —(M )
t4 ( itt i (Lt)
(41)
Integration of the matrix components in FE(p)
gs(p) = (E2 g2 os28)1/2
b, t,cos8
(E Leos—8)'
(42)
(43)
over the Fermi surface yields nonzero values for the diagonal elements only, and we find
T
csin '(1/E) —1, E ) b,p,
(E/2)m —i(P/2)lnI [(I E)' +1]/[(—1 E)' 1]—I —1, —E & hp, (44)
with E=E/At for the density of quasiparticle states;
N (E)=—(I/im)pp(E). The superfluid T~ matrix is
found by solving Eqs. (A2).
V. DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION
Owing to the size of the negative ion, the impact pa-
rameter pFR &&1 and one must include several partial
waves to correctly describe the scattering process in the
normal state. Hence the differential cross section in Eq.
(8) is far from being a constant, as it would be for pure s-
wave scattering, with pFR «1. The effect of the pairing
correlations in a specific superfluid phase are incorporat-
ed in the effective squared T-matrix element, whose de-
tailed expressions in the A and P phases are given in Ap-
pendix B.
Figures 3 show the differential scattering cross section
d(rid Q [Eq. (g)] for He-A in units of nRin the plan. e
of the incident quasiparticle momentum p, approximately
parallel to 1, for several values of the quasiparticle energy
and the impact parameter. Below the limit set by the
maximum of the superfluid energy gap, forbidden regimes
appear in the spectrum (see Fig. 13). For pFR ) 1, see
Figs. 3(a)—3(c), the diminishing of the cross sections in
the directions perpendicular to / is obvious. This is
where the effect of the superfluid energy gap is first felt as
a reduction in the number of possible scattering states;
this already commences above the gap edge. The forward
I
scattering is enchanced, while the backward scattering
becomes smaller until a strong backward peak is also ob-
served for E well below 6„.The effect of a varying angle
between p and I is illustrated in Fig. 3(b). The graphs are
calculated just above the gap edge, where the effects of
superfluidity are already clearly visible; symmetric curves
(in the 8 plane) with respect to p are only obtained for the
cases p~~l and pJ.l.
With decreasing pFR, fewer partial waves are irnpor-
tant in the scattering process, and a smoother differential
cross section is obtained. The radical change in the be-
havior of der idQ at @FR &1 is obvious from Fig. 3(d),
for pFR =0.5; almost only the s wave interacts with the
negative ion, and the cross section now becomes
enhanced in the plane perpendicular to 1.
The corresponding graphs for the polar phase are illus-
trated in Figs. 4, where the incident quasiparticle moves
close to the line of nodes of the energy gap, see Fig. 1, al-
most perpendicular to the symmetry axis. These scatter-
ing cross sections of the two axisymmetric states are qual-
itatively very similar in the 8 plane, except that the back-
ward scattering is less prominent in the P phase.
In the plane perpendicular to the symmetry axis the
scattering cross sections only depend on the angle be-
tween the projections of the incident and scattered quasi-
particle momenta, P' —i)Ii. In the A phase the sign of the
angle also becomes relevant, owing to the P dependence
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FIG. 3. Differential cross sections in He-A (in units of mR ) for various values of the impact parameter; the quasiparticle energies
P=E/h„are indicated on the figures. The initial quasiparticle is marked with p. The function shows the probability amplitude
into the final quasiparticle directions p' in the 0 plane. (a) For pFR =8.45 there is a strong forward scattering peak. The backwar
scattering becomes strongly enhanced well below the gap edge, P =1. (b) Dependence of the differential cross section on the angle
between the direction of p and I for pFR =8.45 and E= 1.01. Note the strong reduction of the scattering amplitude in the directions
of the maximum energy gap, perpendicular to l. (c) For pFR =2.0 the graphs become smoother as a result of interferences between
fewer partial waves. {d) The radical change at pFR = 1 is seen in these graphs which are calculated for p~R =0.5. The impurity is so
tiny that the s wave is only relevant; in this case the scattering is strongly enhanced in the directions of the maximum gap. Thus the
effect important for large objects is qualitatively opposite for small objects.
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FIG. 4. Differential cross sections in He-P for various values of the impact parameter; the quasiparticle energies E=E/6 p are in-
dicated on the figures, as in Fig. 3. (a) For pFR =8.45 there is a strong forward scattering peak as in the A phase. The backward
scattering becomes slightly enhanced well below the gap edge. (b) Dependence of the differential cross section on the angle 8 of the
incident quasiparticle for pFR =S.45 and E= 1.01. Note the strong reduction along the symmetry axis, in the directions of the max-
imum energy gap. (c) For pFR =2.D the graphs become smoother as a result of interferences between fewer partial waves. (d) With
pFR =0.5, there is a clear change with respect to pFR & 1, as in He-A. Here the scattering is strongly enhanced in the directions of
the maximum gap.
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of the energy gap, incorporating the effect of the nonzero
L, . In Fig. 5(a), the differential cross section for
pFR =8.45 is plotted as a function of P' —P for various
angles 8 of the incident quasiparticle momentum with
respect to /; note the increasing reflection asymmetry,
with respect to p, on approaching pi/. Fig. 5(b) illus-
trates the effect of the impact parameter on the maximal
asymmetry; the increasing number of partial waves in-
volved is clearly observable. In contrast, the conserved
reAection symmetry in the I' phase, where the directions
+(P' —P) and —(P' —P) are indistinguishable, is evident
in Fig. 5(c).
00 e=60' PF R= 8.45
300
P WT1114&
~~r
h)
P
pO a=60'
300 e=90'
(c)
FIG. 5. Differential cross sections as functions of the relative orientation P' —P of the initial (p) and final (p') momenta on the
plane perpendicular to the symmetry axis; here 0'=0. (a) In He-A, for @FR=8.45, just above the gap edge, X'=1.01, no difference is
observed in the scattering to the directions +(P' —P) and —(P' —P), when p~~l. However, for 8%0', a reflection asymmetry arises
which reaches its maximum for pll. (b) Dependence of the maximal asymmetry in 'He- A as a function of the impact parameter p+R,
i.e., of the number of relevant partial waves in the scattering process. This asymmetry is responsible for the Magnus-like effect for
ion motion in He-A. For prR (&1, the regime of pure s-wave scattering is approached, where the directions +(P' —P) become
equal. (c) For comparison, the symmetric scattering in He-P is shown for various angles 8, at P = 1.01 and @FR=8.45.
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E=O close to the nodes, the virtual states only have a
finite lifetime. When a quasiparticle has an energy
matching one of these levels, it resides longer close to the
ion and high momentum transfers on the order af 2p~
may occur, increasing the cross section. The number of
resonances is roughly equal to pFR, the number of
relevant partial waves. The stepwise structure can most
readily be seen in o.
~~.
When E~O the cross sections
tend to vanish, as the phase space rapidly decreases in
proportion to the area of cones surrounding the nodes in
the energy gap.
The cross sections for the experimentally relevant
value p+R =8.45, corresponding to 29 bar, are plotted
separately in Fig. 8 for the A phase. In Fig. 8(a) the den-
sity of states, Eq. (39), is seen to diverge close to the gap
edge; this is the reason for the failure of the Born approx-
imation to solve the scattering matrix. The structure of
N" is responsible for the discontinuity observable in the
cross sections at E =b ~.
The constant-cross-section approximation, ' is depict-
ed in Figs. 8(b) —8(d) by dashed curves. It predicts a con-
stant normal-state value down to the gap edge, where an
abrupt decrease is obtained. We find that the cross sec-
tions are already affected by the anisotropic gap well
above E=5„,leading to a greatly reduced perpendicular
transport cross section and, hence, to an increased mobil-
ity with respect to the simplified approach. This appears
to be in good agreement with the experiments done in
He-A. '
The cross sections for the A phase at pFR =8.45 have
also been calculated in Ref. 6, employing the properties
of the spherical harmonic functions. The results do agree
qualitatively with this work, showing a similar step struc-
ture and decrease of the transport cross sections above
the gap edge. Quantitatively, however, there are some
differences, most notably a sharp zero-going peak in o~~
in the earlier work at the gap edge, which we do not see
in our direct method of solving the Lippman-Schwinger
equation. We are inclined to relate the result found in
Ref. 6 to possible numerical instabilities in the Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients and the spherical harmonics close to
E =6„,because of the divergence in the density of quasi-
particle states; in our approach, this difficulty has been
effectively taken care of, see Appendix A for numerical
methods.
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FIG. 8. Density of quasiparticle states in He-A is featured in
(a); the dashed curve is the real part while the solid curve indi-
cates the imaginary part. In (b) through (d) the total scattering
cross section and the transport cross sections along I and in the
plane perpendicular to it, respectively, are illustrated for
pFR =8.45, corresponding to a pressure of 29 bars, in units of
the normal-state value. The stepwise structure arises from the
resonant energy levels within the superfluid gap, depicted in
Fig. 7.
B. Cross sections in the P phase
The corresponding results for the polar phase are
displayed in Fig. 9. Even though the differential cross
sections of the A and P phases, Figs. 3 and 4, are very
similar, a clear qualitative difference is observed in the
averaged cross sections. The absence of resonance ener-
gies in the P-phase graphs would suggest that here the
virtual energy levels do not support such large momen-
tum transfers as in the A phase, due to the belt of nodes,
which divides the energy gap strictly to two separate
hemispheres and makes the energy levels dispersive in all
directions, see Fig. 7(b).
In this case, the major momentum transfers down to
the lowest quasiparticle energies occur on the equator,
and we thus find that o
~
& o
~~,
leading to higher ionic rno-
bility along the symmetry axis than in the plane perpen-
dicular to it. The large feature, moving towards lower
energies with increasing pFR, observed in Fig. 9(b) for o
~
in particular, is related to an accumulation of resonant
quasibound states and the backscattering for the
differential cross section (see Fig. 4), which appears at
low energies and temporarily increases the cross section
due to the large momentum transfers, approximately 2pF.
When the energy decreases further, the spectral weight of
this effect finally reduces to zero.
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FIG. 9. Transport cross section of the quasiparticle-
negative-ion scattering (a) along the symmetry axis in 'He-P and
(b) perpendicular to it in units of mR, plotted vs quasiparticle
energy for several values of the impact parameter p+R.
10-
There is no divergence in the density of states for
quasiparticles in the I' phase, ' and the cross sections do
not show discontinuities close to the gap edge. The
constant-cross-section approximation is found quite
insufhcient in this case as well. These results have recent-
ly been employed to estimate the mobility of ions in an
A-phase vortex with polar core. '
Nonzero values of the cross terms ( o (E ) }~xy
f
o„,(E)), and (cr, '(E)) would indicate a deflectin
orce on the ion propagating in the corresponding plane.
As expected, the cross sections in the indistinguishable
planes xz and yz equal zero in both phases, due to the an-
tisymmetric prefactor (p' —p) in the integrand. So does
the xy component in the P phase, where the 8*(p',p)
matrices are real and equal, as well as the C*(p', (u) ma-
trices. In the A phase, however, a nonzero (o'„~(E) is
obtained at energies close to the gap edge 21
5-
I
I t I
2
ap/ ksT
Fgo. lo. (a) Calculated mobilities in He-A as functions of
the maximum energy gap, essentially the only free parameter.
The thick curves were obtained from the present calculation,
while the short thin ones are the results from Ref. 6 where simi-
lar assumptions but di6'erent methods were employed to find the
mobilities; the dashed curves indicate the value found in the
constant-cross-section approximation (Bowley, Ref. 4). (b) The
solid curves are the mobilities in 'He-P found in the present cal-
culation, while the dashed lines indicate the results obtained in
the constant-cross-section approximation.
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VII. RESULTS FOR THE MOBILITY
The parallel and perpendicular mobilities in the A
phase are plotted in Fig. 10(a) normalized to the normal-
state value for pFR =8.45; the earlier calculations and
the constant-cross-section results are also included.
Close to T, we find
I (~
~A(T)
= 1+0.532
p B
~
= 1+0.727
p B
(46)
(a) l
CC C
II
The difference from the Bowley approximation is found
to be largest in the perpendicular mobility as could be ex-
pected on comparing the cross sections.
In the A phase, there appears skew scattering in the xy
plane, which leads to an essentially quantum mechanical,
Magnus-like effect (Ref. 21); the well-known classical
Magnus force is observed in a situation where a rotating
object travels in a viscous fluid. This is illustrated in Fig.
ll(a}, in a coordinate system where the object is at rest
while the liquid flows past it at a velocity v; the circula-
tion of the body is ~. On the right-hand side the circula-
tion opposes the velocity, while on the opposite side the
two flows reinforce one another. According to the Ber-
noulli equation, the liquid exerts a higher pressure on the
object at right, resulting in a net reactive force which
tends to deflect the body from its original trajectory, in
the direction perpendicular to both ~ and v; this is known
as the Magnus force FM ~ a X v.
In the analogous quantum effect suggested ' to occur
in He-A the roles of the object and the medium are
found to be reversed: The superfluid itself has an internal
orbital angular momentum /, a coherent property of
all the condensate interacting with the ion, see Fig. 11(b).
Because of the lack of reflection symmetry in the scatter-
ing process in the plane perpendicular to I (see Fig. 5),
the quasiparticles scatter differently when they encounter
the ion with their circulation opposed to or coincident
with its velocity. This simplified picture would then lead
p,
~~
h~(T)
= 1+0.618
p
= 1+0.371
p
(48)
close to T„herethe main discrepancy with respect to the
constant-cross-section approximation is found in the
parallel mobility.
The He-A, phase is a mixture of normal fluid and a
condensate with the spin projection 1't; hence the
scattering equation is separable in spin, and the energy-
gap matrix is diagonal. Applying Eq. (5},we may express
the inverse mobility in the A
&
phase through the
geometric mean of the mobilities in the normal fluid and
in the A phase,
( 1 )
—1 —( i )[( A) —1+( N) —1]
The linear approximations close to T, may thus be writ-
ten as
1 A„(T)
P kBT
1 b, „(T)
= 1+0.364
p B
(49)
VIII. DISCUSSION
to a difference in the scattering rate ("quasiparticle pres-
sure") across the object. The ion moving in the plane
perpendicular to I thus experiences a deflecting force; the
Cooper-pair angular momentum is transferred into the
linear transverse momentum of the ion, which can thus
be used to detect the orbital angular momentum of the
condensate.
When all contributions are included, we may express
the velocity, Eq. (4), of the negative ion as
v=[p~~(l C)l+pjl X(1X 8)+p„(lXR)]6 (47}
for a general orientation of 8, i.e., the driving force on
ions, with respect to l.
For the I' phase the mobilities are plotted as functions
of the corresponding energy gap in Fig. 10(b). There are
no previous calculations in this phase; we have compared
our result with the constant-cross-section approximation.
Our calculation gives the linear mobilities
BL
C)gG(- c
FIG. 11. Magnus force F~ illustrated in (a) the classical hy-
drodynamic situation with liquid flowing past a rotating object,
and (b) the quantum-mechanical case where a nonrotating parti-
cle moves through a fluid possessing a spontaneous internal an-
gular momentum l.
The motion of negative ions in superfluid He is limited
by collisions with superfluid quasiparticles. This is essen-
tially a resonant-scattering problem involving several par-
tial waves. The Lippman-Schwinger equation contains
all scattering channels and virtual intermediate states.
We have developed a new numerical method for solving
this equation directly to obtain the scattering matrix T;
this is a straightforward and physically obvious scheme,
giving further insight in the nature of the resonant-
scattering process.
Applying this method, we have studied and contrasted
the ion mobility in two anisotropic phases, one with
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Cooper pairs having L,AO ( He-A), the other with
L, =0 ( He-P }; in addition to superfluid He, these
phases are also relevant for heavy-fermion superconduc-
tors, which may exhibit p-wave pairing as well. In the ax-
isymmetric case, the polar angles 0 and 8' of the initial
and final quasiparticle momenta must be considered sepa-
rately, while in the plane perpendicular to the symmetry
axis only their relative orientation P' —P counts. We per-
form the calculation for a grid of p=cos6t and p'=cos8';
the strong divergence of the density of states close to the
gap edge is taken care of by employing modified Gaussian
integration points.
The different topology of the energy gap in He-A (two
points on the 1 axis) and 3He-P (a circle of nodes in the
plane perpendicular to the symmetry axis) leads to the in-
teresting observation that, even though the differential
cross sections in the two phases are very similar, the
transport cross sections, integrated over the allowed
directions of initial and final state momenta, show quali-
tatively quite different behavior. In He-A, quasibound
energy levels are formed inside the energy gap; their
number roughly equals the number of relevant partial
waves, @FR; these resonant levels are clearly seen in the
cross sections. In He-P, however, no such strong in-
teraction between the quasiparticles and the virtual ener-
gy levels seems to exist, the quasiparticle states are more
dense due to the large phase space, and only a shallow
peak is observed, arising from the enhanced backscatter-
ing below the gap edge.
The negative-ion mobility may be employed to probe
fundamental properties of the superAuids, such as the en-
ergy gap. Figure 12 displays h„(T),which appears in
the above formulae as a parameter, now extracted from
the experimental data of Refs. 17 and 22, using Fig. 10(a).
Owing to the respective cell geometries, the data of
Ahonen et al. ' are taken to represent (p~~ +pi")/2, while
the results of Simola et al. represent p~". The two sets
of data coincide and we obtain a single BCS-like gap with
a prefactor of 1.32 at 29 bars. Since the results of Roach
et al. are considerably above all sets of the data em-
ployed here, we have excluded them from our analysis.
The nonzero angular momentum I., of the condensate
in He-A gives rise to a novel, quantum-mechanical
deflecting force in real space, analogous to the classical
Magnus force; the strength of the interaction between the
ion and the quasiparticle depends on whether the angular
momentum counteracts or reinforces the direction of the
quasiparticle momentum (see Fig. 5 for the asymmetric
differential cross section). We have evaluated this
Magnus-like effect in He-A; ' it is a direct measure of
the angular momentum of the Cooper pairs in the A
phase. The predicted additional anisotropy in the mobili-
ty of negative ions, in the plane perpendicular to I, has
not yet been measured with equipment designed for a
study of this phenomenon. Existence of a similar type of
transport phenomenon, e.g., in He-A, or in heavy-
fermion superconductors, ' would suggest pairing in
states with I.,WO.
Our calculational method can be extended to consider
nonlinear motion of negative ions in He-B, and the ionic
I I
I I
1.0—
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0.0
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T/T,
FIG. 12. Superfluid energy gap in the A phase, extracted
from experimental ion mobilities employing Fig. 10(a). Mea-
surements of Ahonen et al. (Ref. 17) ( o ) at 28.4 bars and Simo-
la et al. (Ref. 22) () at 29.3 bars are included. The solid line
represents 1.325&cs(T) (Ref. 18).
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APPENDIX A: NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES
In the A phase, the Lippman-Schwinger equation (30}
is given by
mobility in a magnetic field, where more complicated
L,AO effects are expected also in the 8 phase. A vibrat-
ing wire in a superQuid at low enough temperatures
could, in principle, be successfully treated with this ap-
proach. Ion mobility in the inhomogeneous states of
superQuid He, e.g., quantized vortices, provides an intri-
guing area for further research. For a detailed calcula-
tion the bulk approximation is not sufficient, but the spa-
tial distribution of h(p) must be included.
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In the P phase, the corresponding equations are given by
P m Eti (P P)=tN(P P)+' f tN(p P ) 2 2 1/2
II ApPdP tm( «r) ( 1 Irrtm rr[E2 (~ „)2]1/2
+1 dp, "
and
+1dP m
—i tN P,P [g2 ( g rr )2]1/2
(A2)
t2 (p', —p)=+i f tN(p, p ) „21/ 1 t2 (p p+1 d p
A ApPleap m(rrf)(1)mm(rr)
N P rp [E2 (ir rr )2]1/2 4
t4 ( P' P)= tN(P'») +' f 'N(p» 2 2 1/2(
Nfi 0
0 (t +')"N, fi (A3)
It+ dp tm( «r )4 —1 t ( —" — )P P [E2 (g )2]1/2
The preceding equations express the scattering amplitudes in the four channels +p +p', sho~ing the correlation
across the Fermi sphere of the initial- and final-state quasiparticle momenta. The +p initial state atnplitudes t 1 (p,p)
and t3 ( —p', p, ) are coupled; the other pair is composed of t 2 (p', —p, ) and t4 ( —p, ', —p) for the inverse initial momen-
turn —p.
When Eq. (Al) is discretized in p", we obtain
l m l m m
6fu 2 N, fugu~u tN IUfU ( 1 ) IDU 't m t m + 1l, vl 2, ul
i l ,m, m+1
Nfv v
tm+1 f ( 1)m+1 g + (tm+1)4g ~ 3, Ur' 4 Ur'u fv N fu v v
r.
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where fif„is the Kronecker delta function, and i, v, and f
indicate the initial, virtual intermediate, and final scatter-
ing states, respectively. The functions g and f (excluding
e'~} are given in Eqs. (37) and (38}. All components are
themselves NXN matrices, where N is the adjustable
number of discrete values for p, p", and p' between -1
and +1;m„are the weight factors at the discretization
points.
When the quasiparticle energy E exceeds the maximum
value of the superfluid energy gap 4&, the integration is
performed over all possible directions, and there are no
divergences; the regular Gaussian points gI "' and
weights w, ' "' are then employed. Below the gap edge,
however, a limiting angle appears, shown in Fig. 13,
which divides the sphere into regimes of real scattering
states and those only allowed as intermediate states. The
matrix equation (30) is solved for all directions, but the
discretization needs to be reconsidered, as g and f now
display a divergence at the limiting angle
pz =(1 E)'/ —. In the virtual scattering state regime,
—pz (p(p„,the regular Gaussian yoints are replaced
by g, =p,„[1—(g'; "') ] and the weights by
w, =2(p, „)'w,' "', while in the regime lp, l )p,
„
the grid
points are given as g, =p„(1—p„—)(gI2"])2 and the
weights as w, =2(1—p„)' w,.' "'. The density of the
calculation points rapidly increases when approaching
the limiting angle, thus allowing an accurate description
of effects due to the divergence.
The integrations of the cross sections, Eqs. (6)—(8), are
done on the same grid, over real initial and final scatter-
ing states only, since these formulae feature the same
singular square-root structures that cause the instabilities
in the t,. matrices. The calculations are performed for
each m = —m,„+m,„and the A, 8, and C +—
matrices in Appendix 8 are Gnally obtained as the sum
over all values m. The procedure is analogous for the P
phase.
The accuracy of the solution now depends on the den-
sity of the grid. We made the calculations at a level
where the changes in the cross sections were on the order
of, ' of the previous value when two more grid divisions
were added. This required the use of N=36 grid points
at 2 =0.1, of which 8 were in the real scattering regime.
With increasing energy, the number of points could be re-
(a)
C
E
EF
E
EF
eA
FIG. 13. For the quasiparticle energies E (6, forbidden re-
gimes of p=cos8 appear, where no initial or final scattering
states exist. These virtual intermediate states are indicated as
the shaded areas below the gap edge (a} in the A phase, for
Ipl &pg =[1 (E/4~—} ]'/ and (b) in the polar phase, for
pp =E /kp & !p! & 1. The square-root divergences of Eqs. (8),
(37), (38), (42), and (43) for !p!~p„and !p!~pp are also
shown. The lightly shaded hemisphere marked with EF denotes
the Fermi sphere.
APPENDIX B: TECHNICAL DETAILS
OF THE CROSS-SECTION CALCULATION
The averaged cross sections may be expressed employ-
ing the matrices A(p', p), B*(p',p), and C +—(p', p)
defined in Eqs. (45):
duced to 24 (total)/14 (real) at 2=0.8 —0.9, until the
nearness of the gap edge required the use of 30 (to-
tal)/16 —20 (real) points. Immediately above k=1.0, 30
(total and real) points were still employed but at P ) 1.5
the number could be reduced to 20. The largest complex
matrices solved were thus 72 X 72. A symmetrization of
the equations, which reduces the matrix dimensions by
one half according to Ref. 6, would be useful for larger
matrices which will be needed, e.g., in the solution of the
equations for He-8 in the nonlinear regime.
A p', p[E2 lg( )!2]1/2 [E2 !2] ( )!2]l/2 (Bla)
( „„(&))= dp'
—] [g —lg(p)l ]'/ [E —lg(p')l ]'
X [(—,' —p ——,'p' )A(p', p}+,'(1 p' )[C+(p—',p)—+C (p', p)]
I
—(1—p')'"(1 —p'}'"[&'(p' p}+& (p' p)]] (B1b)
„(E))= [&'—
I ~(p}l'l'" [E'—l ~(p'}l']'"
X
—,
'(1 —p' )[2A(p, ', p) C+(p', p) C(p', p—)], — (Blc)
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0„(E)= dp' (p' —p)'~(p' p»[E'—I~(p) ~']'" [E'—~~(p') ~']'"
„(E))= dp' [E'—I~( )I']'" [E'—I~( ')I']'"
(8ld)
X ——(1—p )'/ (1 p' —}' [B+(p',p, ) B—(p', p)]2l
+ —.(1 p)—[C+(p', p) —C (p p)]4t (Ble)
(~„,(E))= 2 —1 [E2
~g( ) ~2]1/2 [E2 ~Q( ) ~2] 1/2
X(p p')[—(1 p)—' /I(p', p, ) ——,'(1 p' }—' [B+(p',p)+8 (p', p)]], (B1i}
2 —1 [E —~g(p)~ ]'/ [E —~g(p')~ ]'/
(p —p')(1 —p')'"[B'(p' p}—B (p' p}l2l (B1g)
for E )5, while for E (6 the integrations must be limited to the regions of real initial and final scattering states as dis-
cussed in Sec. III, reducing the phase space for ( )t . (E)
~
).PP
In the A phase, Eq. (34) is found to become
2
(
~
~2) y y —i(m' —m )($' —7))2 77N(0)
X t) (p', p)" — „e'~ ~'( —1) t, (p', —p)"
( 1 (2)1/2X t( '(p', p) — ( —1) 't3 '( —p', p)
+ ( —1) t2 (p', —p)' — „e'~~'t) (p', p)*2)1/2
~2 I/2
X ( —1) t2 '(p', —p) — t4 ( —p', —p)
1 2 1/2+ ( —1) +'t, ( —p, ',p)' — e ' 't4( —p', —p}'
( 1 i2)1/2X ( —1) +'t, '( p', p) — t) '—(p' p}
( 1 2)1/2+ ~(, )g p &(7) p)( 1)m+ltm( p& p)+
i2) 1/2
X t4 ( —p', —p) — ( 1) t2 (p ~ p) (82)
The sum over the partial wave projections m may be restr1cted to values for which the phase shifts are appreciable
i.e., only for m = —m „.. . +m,„,where m,
„
is on the order of @FR; for the experimentally relevant value
p+R =8.45 we included m,„=13 partial waves. This does not cause considerable errors, because the phase shifts 5I in
the normal phase scattering matrix components, Eq. (22), vanish rapidly when ~m
~
exceeds @FR. In the I' phase we ob-
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tain the effective squared T-matrix element as
r 2
(It-,-l'& =— g g e " ' "~' ~' t, (p', p)' —~(—1) t, (p', —p)'2 nN(0) E
X t, '(p', p) — ( —1} t3 '( —p', p)
+ ( —1) t2 (p', p)'— ™(p',p),'
I
X ( —1) t2 (p', p}— —t4 ( p, ', —p)—
+ ( 1} t3"( p' p}' t4 ( p' p}"
I
X ( —1) t2 '( —p', p) — t1 (p, ',p)
+ t ( p p)» ( l)~t~( p~ )»
X t~ ( —p', —p, ) — ( —1) t2 (p', —p) (83)
We perform the P-integration of the T matrix element to find the matrices A (p', p), B*(p',p, ), and C (p, ',p), Eq. (45).
For example, in He-A the terms responsible for the intrinsic Magnus effect are
(1 2)1/2
t1 (p p) ( —1) t2 (p', p)'—
X t1 (p', p) —( —1} 't3 ( —p, ', p, )
( 1 2)1/2+ ( —1) t2 (p', p)» — — ™1 '(p', p)'
r2 1/2
( 1 2)1/2
( —I)~t~ '( — ', )' — t~( —p', —p)»
~2)1/2
X ( —1) t3 ( —p, p) — t1 (p,p)
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c„+(p',p)=n. t 1 (p', p)' — ( —1) +'t2 '(p', —p}'( 1 2)1/2
( 1 t2)1/2X tl (p', p) — ( —1) +'t3 ( —p', p}
+ ( —1) +'t2 '(p', —p)*— tl '(p', p)'2)1/2
~2 }1/2
( 1)m+ltm+1( t ) P' tm+1( t )
( 1 2) 1/2+ ( —1)m+ tm — ( )» p tm — ( i )»
( 1 r2)1/2X ( —1) +'t3 ( p', p—) ™1(p',p)
2 1/2
I2 1/2
X t» +'( —p', —p) — ( —1) +'t2 +'(p', —p)
In the phase He-P, the expressions have been derived in
an analogous way.
The resonance between the adjacent partial waves is
obvious from the preceding formulae which are mixtures
of projections for m —2, . . . ,m+2. The asymmetry in
the plane perpendicular to I in He-A and the symmetry
in the polar phase can also be seen in these equations.
Since the symmetries of the Tz matrix in the normal
phase are transmitted to the P phase, giving t,. =t;, the
changing sign in the overall multiplication factor,
exp[ i(m' —m )(p' —1}})],does not affect the sums over
m' and m. There are no other elements sensitive to the
relative directions of the incident and scattering quasipar-
ticles in the plane perpendicular to the symmetry axis,
and the differential scattering cross section is symmetric
about this plane. In the A phase, however, the ampli-
tudes t, loose their symmetry under reversal of the sign
of m and, moreover, extra factors exp[i(1I}'—p}] are
found inside the square brackets, destroying the reflection
symmetry. This gives rise to the purely quantum-
rnechanical intrinsic Magnus effect analogous to the clas-
sical Magnus force. '
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